
Course Syllabus

CeOLT - The Certificate of Online Language Teaching takes place in two parts.

● Part 1: The teaching component
● Part 2: The business component

In part 1, you will become a confident, professional and certified language teacher.

In part 2, you will learn to build your own independent tutoring business.

Overall, CeOLT prepares you for an exciting new career path that embraces the modern
world of online learning.

What follows is the complete course syllabus. For complete information on the programme,
please visit: https://ceolt.com

PILLAR ONE: The Teaching Component

A 10-week commitment to master 1:1 Online Language Teaching

Details: Delivered LIVE inside intimate group sessions 3X a week for training, implementation, and

personalised feedback

Week One: PREP WORK

Jump into a casual introduction and encouraging welcome session with your tutors and fellow

trainees to set yourself up for success inside the programme. Regardless of your current ability

with tech or hosting online calls, you’ll become comfortable navigating a Zoom room so you can

hold effective meetings with your soon-to-be students.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: Zoom training and practice
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Week Two: LESSON MANAGEMENT

Uncover how to assess your students’ learning preferences, language needs, and personal

motivators, and then use that data to run empowering sessions for your students. Creating a

“Needs Analysis” document gives you a cheat sheet to facilitate lessons that keep your students

engaged, moving forward, and returning to you.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: 1:1 peer practice

Assignment One released

Week Three: LESSON PLANNING

Gain core teaching and research skills while completing your first language analysis and prepping

for your first assessed lesson. You’ll analyse grammar and vocabulary and learn about receptive

skills, while continuing to add core fundamental skills to your teacher's toolkit. You’ll cultivate

these skills so you can easily weave them into each lesson, while also becoming familiar with the

components and contents of a well-designed lesson plan.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your 1:1 meet-and-greet call with your first student

Week Four: TEACHING NEW LANGUAGE

With the skills you’ve already accumulated, you’ll be ready to deliver your first assessed lesson

(which we set you up with, along with all the notes and source material you’ll need). Your content

advancement this week is learning how to use texts and stories to teach language (hello,

StoryLearning method!). You’ll learn how to break the language down to teach it confidently, and

how to check students’ understanding the right way to ensure they’re soaking up the content

while staying equally motivated and engaged.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your first assessed lesson

Assignment Two released
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Week Five: TEACHING LANGUAGE SKILLS

You’ll shift gears to develop teaching skills in speaking, listening and error correction, while

learning how to execute these new skills into your lessons. You’ll gain the transferable skill of

knowing how to correct your students’ mistakes, so you become a valuable asset to their language

learning progress.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your second assessed lesson

Week Six: TESTING

Learn the Test-Teach-Test method to better gauge your students’ improvement, and assess where

they’re at in an authentic, empowering way. You’ll now be ready to build on your new skills by

learning about writing, vocabulary and using authentic materials, so you can start thinking like a

teacher and making use of everyday texts - e.g. podcasts and newspaper articles - and leverage

them for real-world language lessons.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your third assessed lesson

Assignment Three released

Week Seven: REVIEWING

You’ll meet your next student, who you’ll coach for the following three weeks. You’ll also review

language frameworks and how best to teach reading, speaking, listening and writing skills for

different student levels.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your 1:1 meet-and-greet call with your second student
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Week Eight: ADAPTING TO LEARNER NEEDS

You’ll learn the highly effective skills of how to adapt your lesson on the fly, in scenarios when your

student asks something that’s outside your lesson plan (this is a tangible skill you will LEARN,

because unlike teaching in groups where you can fend off questions and continue with your

presentation, 1:1 sessions mean you need to temporarily halt all plans and answer incoming

questions accordingly.) In addition, you’ll gain the know-how to design your own materials for your

1:1 lessons.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your fourth assessed lesson

Week Nine: BUILDING A VIABLE FUTURE

Time to look at life BEYOND this course. Now that you’ve gained certification-level education

inside these highly focused first two months, you’ll start to shape your future as a language

teacher. You’ll work at becoming more confident with the teaching skills you’ve learned so far,

while starting to look at new possibilities and opportunities that match your personal teaching

style and interests. You’ll also dabble in teaching through the power of music and video to add

variety to your lessons and meet the interests of different students.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your fifth assessed lesson

Week Ten: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

This programme has prepared you to feel EXCITED and CONFIDENT to create, plan, and teach your

very own lessons. You’ll now learn how to review and revise what you’ve taught your student, and

how to continually develop yourself as a teacher post-programme. You’ll feel equipped with the

opportunities that your certification has provided you, and you’ll become savvy at refining your

delivery to get the most out of your students.

On Your Own: StoryLearning Curriculum Content

Tuesday & Thursday Sessions: LIVE Training + Input

Saturday Implementation: LIVE Feedback to your sixth assessed lesson

We’ll conclude with an informal wrap-up meeting that’s focused on celebrating YOU

and cheering on your huge accomplishments throughout your first ten weeks!
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Here’s how we know you’ll succeed inside Pillar One:

★ Your focused weekly “feedback” sessions are in small groups (~5 people), giving you

maximum attention for teaching practice feedback and assisted lesson planning (in-person

University class sizes OR online programmes with zero feedback just don’t compare!)

★ Three in-depth written assignments provide further opportunity for practice and

consolidation, so everything you learn commits to muscle memory and routine

★ Scheduled lessons with real students (at different learning levels) are provided for you, so

that you can practice your newly-curated skills

★ In-depth feedback is given on every single lesson you run with your student, so you are never

guessing, wondering, or at a stand-still

★ You’ll meet a community of other new teachers who are going through the same life

experiences - ideal for development and support

PILLAR TWO: The Business Growth Component

A six-week commitment to master how to attract students, market your expertise and grow a

successful tutoring business.

Details: Each module comes with interactive assignments alongside weekly live coaching calls. This

structure provides in-depth support to ask all your questions and to hold you accountable, so you can

get your tutoring business up and running start

Module 1: Mindset for Teachers

You’ll get ready to understand:

● The real reason you need both pillars: The Teaching Component + The Business Growth

Component

● How to make sure you succeed and thrive as an online language teacher

● Fundamentals of how online teaching can change your life, and must-haves to get started

with your business
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Module 2: How to Attract Quality, High-Paying Students

You’ll get clarity on:

● Rarely-shared secrets of attracting the right students who are willing to pay premium prices

● The importance of your “unfair advantage”

● Flexing your “NO” muscles and charging higher prices

● Unique and proprietary strategies developed internally at StoryLearning for growing a

successful online business

Module 3: Where to Start Teaching Online

You’ll discover:

● The “fast-track” strategy to find new students (learn where they are and aren’t hanging out)

● The pool of new options for teaching online

Module 4: Simple Tech to Run Your Teaching Business

You’ll analyse and identify:

● The simple tech that’s needed to teach online (especially if you’re not a tech person)

● How to facilitate your business seamlessly: automatic booking, scheduling, taking payment,

and easy rescheduling to keep the most money in your pocket

● The truth behind how to manage a sustainable online teaching business so you can be a

happy, free, remote-working teacher!

Module 5: Different Levels, Packages & Trial Lessons

You’ll deep dive into:

● Knowing what level of student is BEST for you to teach, so you can maximise your earnings

● How to package your services into desirable offers for a steady flow of business

● Expert strategies for running trial lessons that reliably delight students and leave them keen

to continue learning with you

Module 6: Pricing, Payment & Cancellation Policies

You’ll master:

● The elements of achieving high-priced lessons (you’ve got all the parts and just need to put it

together!)

● How to professionally handle payments and cancellations, so it’s a win-win for both you and

your student

Module 7: How To Fill Your Schedule With Paying Students

You’ll establish tutoring jobs by:

● Successfully marketing your business with a teacher profile that sells you right out of the

gate

● Building a steady, neverending flow of new students with introduction videos and effective

online ads that highlight your skills as a teacher

● Gaining familiarity online and reaching high-paying clients who greatly need your services
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You’ll succeed in Pillar Two with an online tutoring business

that is set up to attract, delight and retain your ideal students,

and provide a freedom-focused schedule that allows you to LOVE what you do.

>>> To apply for CeOLT, please click here <<<
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